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RAFTSMAN'S CORNER By Ben Owen, EAA Technical Counselor Administrator



BENDING LEADING EDGE ALUMINUM



Now there is a better way! Using a few simple household supplies, you can vacuum form your skin without fear of leaving any evidence of your labor on the aluminum (foot prints, knee dents, scratches, etc.). Just fold the skin double as required, but instead of using elecos to hold the trailing edge together use nylon or mylar tape. (Masking tape can be used, just put an extra layer on so that it doesn't surprise you by suddenly returning to its previous shape.) Next, seal up the ends using large plastic garbage bags taped to the skin. The bags must be so large as to insure that they do not offer any resistance whatsoever when the skins get drawn together. Otherwise, you can end up with a misformed wing skin. In the plastic on one end, cut a small hole near the leading edge. Into this hole insert the suction tube from your vacuum cleaner and seal it up with tape. Turn on the switch and watch the skins draw together! If you're using a powerful vacuum, it may be possible to over form the radius, but by operating the switch on/off, you can control the whole process fairly easily. If your vacuum cleaner Is a bit on the anemic side, then a small amount of help with a 2 x 4 may be necessary. In either case, check the radius using a rib or a template as you progress.
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Comments here apply to any aircraft that uses an aluminum leading edge, including all metal aircraft, wooden biplanes with aluminum leading edges and the shaping comments would apply to all airplanes. The leading edge of any wing, tail or aerodynamic shape is very important to the overall aerodynamic surface. Speaking generally, a sharp leading edge means a fairly sharp and sudden stall. Well rounded leading edges usually mean a more gentle stall with adequate warning. The advantage of the sharp leading edge is that its use on laminar flow airfoils can significantly reduce drag. A sharp leading edge can have an effect on the tail surfaces, causing them to stall earlier than expected. The designers of most of our aircraft keep the tail from stalling first by making the aspect ratio of the tail smaller than the wing. By this method, the tail can tolerate a higher angle of attack than the wing, and keeps flying after the wing has stalled. This enables us to maintain control. This problem becomes more complex when using all flying horizontal stabilizers. Under some conditions of flight, in slow flight for instance, with flaps down, an all flying tail can stall before the wing. If the center of gravity is forward, the aircraft then would dive nose down at this point. This condition is generally to be avoided, as most slow flight occurs on an approach. My best advice is to try to build the leading edges the way the designer intended. On wings, wing warp differences from one side to the the other can also cause similar problems, but we are concerned here with the radius of leading edges. One problem exists when the leading edge on one side of an airplane is fabricated sharper than the leading edge on the other, or not as the designer intended. A friend of mine had a Mustang II that he had purchased that always dropped a wing at the stall, a condition not usual to the design. The opinion was that the leading edge radius on the side that the airplane stalled toward was sharper than the other side. Since the airplane always fell to one side when stalling, he got pretty used to it until one full stall landing when he hit hard and did damage to the landing gear support area. There are several methods for forming the leading edge. The first is by rolling, although few have this equipment at home. It is possible that a local high SPORT AVIATION 61



school metal shop may have this equipment, or that the local sheet metal shop may help you out on a weekend. There were very few aluminum rolling machines designed specifically for forming leading edges of wings and the firm of Wag Aero is fortunate enough to have found one of these. If you will provide them with a template, they can roll a radius on a straight wing or even a tapered wing to your specifications. These rolled leading edges will fit the ribs fairly closely. Contact them for further information. Another procedure that is frequently used is to tape or cleco the trailing edge of the aluminum together, put a sheet of plywood on top of the aluminum and put a weight down on the plywood to compress the aluminum until the radius is nearly correct. A great deal of care is needed when doing this. Some homebuilders also call this method the "tape it together and fall on it" method! Obviously, the more experience you get at this, the better you are. Some other amateur built aircraft use the technique of "vacuum bagging" where the ends are taped together and both ends of the bent aluminum are sealed with a garbage bag. A vacuum cleaner is put inside, taped air tight, and then the vacuum is used to draw it down until the leading edge radius folds to the proper radius. The Monnett designs are built in this manner, and good control can be maintained. When bending by any one of these methods, it is always best to keep an inside template handy and to use it to make sure you get the proper radius on both sides. The first time builder can also expect the possibility of some wastage of aluminum sheet when doing the work himself.



This shows the use of a long plywood "persuader" to bend the leading edge radius as desired during the vacuum process.



If you have access to a roller, this Is an excellent way to form skin.



Forming leading edge wing skins, such as this, can be easy with the proper procedure. This Splnks Acromaster has a fairly large leading edge radius for an aerobatic airplane.
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